
What Happens to Children/Infants/Unborn Who Die? 

Why Answer This Question? 

- This question is important because: 


• It is important to know.


• It is important to know for apologetic purposes. 


• It is important to know for knowing God better.


Inherited Guilt/Inherited Corruption

- In this question we must remember that we are born with inherited guilt and inherited 

corruption. 


• This is why the New Testament emphasis the need for second birth—John 3:1-12, 
Eph. 2:1-3-5, Ps. 51:5.


- Not only do we have inherited guilt and inherited corruption we also are in a 
world where our guilt is imputed to us—Rom. 5:12-21.


• The fact that we all die physically demonstrates that we are connected with 
the guilt of Adam’s sin.


- If we are all born under sin and salvation is by faith in Christ what about 
infants/children/unborn that die?


The Answers

- 1. One could conclude that because unborn/infants/children are born under sin and 

they don’t have the opportunity to know Jesus they can not be saved.


• Now before you get up in arms, there is not any main stream Christian group that 
believe this and hold this.  


- There are some small pockets of way out there “Christians” that hold this belief 
but very few.  


• This understanding would be a premature and unbiblical conclusion to the 
fate of the U.I.C.’s.  


- 2.  The age of accountability 
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• There are those that believe that there is an age of accountability that a person 
must reach in-order to be accountable.


- Children are not held accountable by God until they reach a certain age and if 
that child dies before reaching that age, by the grace and mercy of God, He will 
let them into heaven.


- These UIC’s never possessed the ability to make a decision for or against Christ.   
They never got the opportunity to see, “God invisible qualities,” as Rom. 1:20 
says.  


• Is this biblical? 


-   Well according to this: guilt is based on people rejecting what they can 
“clearly see” of God’s existence, eternality, and power.  What is wrong with 
this?     


- 13 is the most common age suggested for the age of accountability and 
this is the Jewish custom when a child becomes an adult.  


• The bible gives no direct support to the age 13.  


- Others would say it varies from child to child.  


• Spurgeon opinion was that a child of 5 was able to accept Christ and 
be saved.  


- While it could be possible that God applies Christ’s payment for sin to UIC’s 
who cannot believe the bible does not specifically say that He does.  


- 3.  There are some UIC’s that are saved. 


• Luke 1:15–the implication is that John the baptist was filled with the Spirit while in 
his mothers womb. 


• Ps. 22:9-10–David seems to mean he had faith in God while still an infant. 


- Others that believe this conclude that God has given these UIC’s a “primitive” 
form of faith.  


• Based on the Luke passage and the Psalms passage, those that believe this 
argue that sense we have these examples other infants who die or are lost can 
be saved too.  
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- But this also leave room to say that not every UIC is saved.  The 
regeneration of infants does not seem to be God’s usual way of working—
Ps. 58:3. 


- 4.  God saves all UIC’s who die.  


• If a person does not have the natural capacity to see the revelation of God’s will or 
God’s glory then that person’s sin would not remain.  God would not bring that 
person into final judgement—John 9:41.  


- Rom. 1:20–Paul is speaking of people who have not heard the gospel but who 
do have access to the revelation of God’s glory in nature.


• So if a person did not have access to the revelation of God’s glory—did not 
have the natural capacity to see it and understand it, then they would have an 
excuse at the judgement.  


- God in His justice will find a way to absolve UIC’s who die without the ability 
to see God’s glory, understand His will, and embrace it as their treasure.


• God is not saving UIC’s because they are innocent but because they lack 
the capacity to grasp the truth.  


- This view is consistent with idea of election in the bible.  So it is one of 
the ideas taken by be Calvinists.  


• Spurgeon points out, “it is not that God chooses someone to 
salvation because they are going to die in infancy.  Rather, He has 
ordained that only those who have been chosen for salvation will be 
allowed to die in infancy.  God’s justice in condemnation will be most 
clearly seen by allowing those who will not be saved to demonstrate 
their inherent sinfulness through willful, knowing transgression.”  


- 5.  The character and attributes of God. 


• God must punish sin and the bible teaches us that Rom. 6:23.


- But God reveals Himself as a God of goodness and mercy—Ps. 136:26, Ps. 
145:17.  


• God in His grace applies the sacrifice of Christ to the UIC’s.  


- Jesus blood is sufficient for such things—1 John 2:2.  
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The Issue

- When we respond to the world with this answer often times the will come back with 

another question.  


• Why are you against abortion then?  


- The reason is: if aborted babies go to heaven then why not just let them be 
aborted and go to heaven?


• How do we respond? (List from John Piper)  


- 1. Murder is Murder


• It is a big deal to kill babies in the womb because murder is a big deal.  


- Gen. 9:6–you don’t kill beings uniquely created in the image of God—
Exod. 20:13–God knows us before we are born—Jer. 1:5, Mosaic Law 
punished those responsible for killing the unborn—Exod. 21:22-25.   


- 2. No boundary


• The same justification could be used for a 1 year old or a 2 year old who 
still can’t comprehend God’s revelation.  


- If we were to buy into this then we would end the lives of every infant in 
the womb because then we would assure their place in heaven.  


- 3. Killing Christians


• We actually could use the same logic for killing Christians we well.  


- Let’s convert people, then kill them really quick so they can’t backslide 
or commit anymore sins.  


- 4. Grace abounding


• The bible address this kind of backwards thinking in Rom. 6:1.  


- Rom. 3:8–God forbid—it is wrong logic to sin so some good might 
come of it.  God never wants us to sin and will never accept a sin as 
good.  


- 5. Joy to Live


• Life on earth is good and wonderful.  It is right to want to be alive on the 
earth.  
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- Paul when faced with dying or going on with life opted to stay alive—
Phil. 1:21-23.  


• Taking into account Paul’s ministry, relationships, serving people for 
God, and the good that he might do to bring glory to God server 
God’s larger purpose for Paul’s life. 


- We should never take the possibility away from anyone.  We 
should not take the possibility for an unborn person/child to serve 
God on the earth.   


- We should denny anyone the opportunity to honor God in this life.    


- 6. Not the judge 


• We presume to step into God’s place and try to make the assignments to 
heaven and to hell.  


- God is the judge not us.  Our duty is to obey God, not play God.  
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